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Abstract 
The primary purpose of this study is to model and analyze inflation volatility in ten 
selected Asian economies. We used quarterly data of inflation from 1987Q1 to 2008Q4 
to model inflation volatility as time varying process through different symmetric and 
asymmetric GARCH specifications. We also proposed to model inflation volatility on the 
basis of cyclic component of inflation obtained from HP filter instead of actual inflation 
when the latter does not fulfill the criterion of stationarity. Through news impact curves 
we tried to highlight the behavior of inflation volatility in response to lagged inflation 
shocks under different GARCH specifications for selected economies. Bivariate granger 
causality test is also applied to analyze the direction of causality between inflation and 
different volatility estimates.  
We get few important results. At first, leverage parameter shows expected sign and is 
significant for almost all countries suggesting strong asymmetry in inflation volatility. 
The hyperbolic sign integral shape of news impact curves based on GJR-GARCH is 
consistent with the results of our previous study based on Pakistani data (Rizvi and 
Naqvi, 2008) and highlights the importance of inflation stabilization programs 
particularly because of the subsequent evidences obtained in favor of bidirectional 
causality running between inflation and inflation volatility. There are also evidences in 
favor of the argument that cyclic component of inflation could be a used as a suitable 
proxy of inflation for volatility estimation.  
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The primary purpose of this paper is to investigate about and to analyze the behavior of 
inflation volatility in different Asian economies. There is a consensus about the negative 
consequences of inflation volatility on different financial and economic variables which 
eventually deteriorate the economic growth and welfare. Abundant literature has been 
available on different channels through which inflation volatility distorts the decision 
making regarding future saving and investment, the efficiency of resource allocation and 
the level of real output. (Fischer 1981, Golob 1993, Holland 1993b) 
However there are two issues which are still debatable and there exist significantly 
different thoughts about them in economic literature. First issue is about the causality 
running between inflation and inflation volatility.  Friedman (1977), Ball and Cecchetti 
(1990), Cukierman and Wachtel (1979), Evans (1991), and Grier and Perry (1998), 
among others, provide evidences in support of a positive impact of average rate of 
inflation on inflation volatility, which is more commonly known as “Friedman-Ball 
Hypothesis”.  On the other hand Cukierman-Meltzer (1986), Holland (1995), Baillie et al 
(1996) for UK, Argentina, Brazil and Israel and Grier and Perry (1998) for Japan and 
France provide some evidences, contrary to above and in support of causality running 
from inflation volatility to inflation, which is more commonly known as “Cukierman-
Meltzer Hypothesis”. 
Second issue is about the suitable proxy for inflation volatility or uncertainty. Most 
common way to estimate inflation volatility is from surveys of expectations, such as 
Livingston survey in the United States in which inflation volatility is captured as 
variance of inflation forecasts across cross sectional data. However, in his remarkable 
contribution, Engle (1983) first modeled inflation volatility as autoregressive or time 
varying conditional hetersoscedasticity (ARCH), in which he used conventional inflation 
equation with fixed parameters but allowed the conditional variance of inflation shocks 
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(forecast errors) to vary overtime, suggesting that this variance could be used as a proxy 
for inflation volatility. Empirical research on ARCH model often identified long lag 
processes for the squared residuals, showing persistent effects of shocks on inflation 
volatility. To model this persistence many researchers subsequently suggested 
variations or extensions to the simple ARCH model to test the inflation uncertainty 
hypothesis. Bollerslev (1986) and Taylor (1986) independently developed the 
generalized ARCH (GARCH) model, in which the conditional variance is a function of 
lagged values of forecast errors and the conditional variance. Beside Bollerslev (1986) 
there are several studies which modeled inflation volatility through GARCH frameworks, 
such as Bruner and Hess (1993) for US CPI data,  Joyce (1995) for UK retail prices, Della 
Mea and Peña (1996) for Uruguay, Corporal and McKiernan (1997) for the annualized 
US inflation rate, Grier and Perry (1998) for G7 countries, Grier and Grier (1998) for 
Mexican Inflation, Magendzo (1998) for Inflation in Chile,  Fountas et al (2000) for G7 
countries , and Kontonikas (2004) for UK. All these studies modeled inflation volatility 
through GARCH model in one way or other. 
The major drawback of typical ARCH or GARCH models is that they assume symmetric 
response of conditional variance (volatility) to positive and negative shocks. However, it 
has been argued that the behavior of inflation volatility is asymmetric rather than 
symmetric. Brunner and Hess (1993), Joyce (1995), Fountas et al (2006), Bordes et al 
(2007) are of the view that positive inflation shocks increases inflation volatility more 
than the negative inflation shocks of equal magnitude. Beyond that there are some 
evidences from Pakistani data that not only having lesser impact on  inflation volatility, 
negative inflation shocks can even contribute in reducing inflation volatility, Rizvi and 
Naqvi(2008). If this is correct, the symmetric ARCH and GARCH models may provide 
misleading estimates of inflation uncertainty [Crawford and Kasumovich, 1996].  
The three most commonly used GARCH formulations to capture asymmetric behavior of 
conditional variance, are the GJR or Threshold GARCH (TGARCH) models of Glosten, 
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Jagannathan and Runkle (1993) and Zakoïan (1994), the Asymmetric GARCH (AGARCH) 
model of Engle and Ng (1993), and the Exponential GARCH (EGARCH) model of Nelson 
(1991).  
In this paper we tried to model inflation volatility for ten South Asian economies with 
the help of dynamic structure for mean inflation and different GARCH specifications for 
inflation volatility. For those countries where inflation series is found to be non 
stationary, we model cyclic component of inflation obtained through Hodrick Prescott  
filter, in addition to actual inflation series to extract inflation volatility from it. We also 
graphically depict the impact of inflation shock on degree of asymmetry of next period 
volatility through News Impact Curves proposed by Pagan and Schwart (199). And 
finally we present the categorized results of bivariate Granger Causality test between 
inflation and different volatility estimates for the economies under consideration. 
The paper is organized as follows: description of data and preliminary stationarity 
analysis of time series is provided in section 2; section 3 presents the empirical 




2. Description and Preliminary Analysis of Data 
2.1 Core vs. Headline Inflation 
The choice between core vs. headline inflation as a suitable proxy of inflation is crucial 
while modeling inflation volatility. It is generally believed that headline inflation is more 
volatile than core inflation due to the large commodity representation including oil and 
food. Mishkin (2007) is of the view that despite of the fact that core inflation may not 
represent a true picture of the inflation, monetary authorities should respond and target 
core inflation as it is more appropriate than responding headline inflation due to its 
inherently highly volatile and less persistent structure. 
The above argument has certain shortcomings; many economists raised the questions 
that if the core inflation does not truly represent the inflation in economy, do we really 
need to follow or even control it? The second argument is the persistent increase in oil 
prices during recent decades, which is definitely reflecting a changing global demand 
structure for oil and thus the control of which is undoubtedly the part of the medium 
term and the long term policies of monetary authorities.  
The myth about core inflation as a better predictor of persistent inflation and thus 
should be the key measure to watch, came under serious threat after the release of a 
research conducted by Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia in May 2008 saying that 
“We find that food and energy prices are not the most volatile components of 
inflation and that, depending on which inflation measure is used, core inflation is 
not necessarily the best predictor of total inflation”** . They also strongly suggest 
considering both core and headline inflation as opposed to only core inflation because 
both measures provide independent information and the dual focus can significantly 
improve the accuracy of inflation forecasting model.  
                                                           
**WORKING PAPER NO. 08-9 “CORE MEASURES OF INFLATION AS PREDICTORS OF TOTAL INFLATION” Theodore M. Crone, Swarthmore 
College N. Neil K. Khettry, Murray, Devine & Company Loretta J. Mester, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia and the Wharton School, 




In the light of above arguments and keeping in view the fact that our data set is 
primarily composed of emerging or less developed countries where the oil price is the 
major determinant of other products’ prices, the overall prices are downward sticky and 
the percentage of disposable personal income on food consumption is more than 50 
percent as opposed to developed countries where this percentage is between 9 to 15 
percent, it is very difficult for monetary authorities to ignore oil and food prices while 
modeling and coping with inflation. Therefore, we decide to model inflation volatility on 
the basis of quarterly series of CPI calculated on Y-o-Y basis. 
2.2 Data Set 
Our data set is composed of quarterly estimates of inflation for 10 Asian economies; 
China, Hong Kong, India, , Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, South 
Korea and Thailand. All data is taken from International Financial Statistics Database 
(IFS) of IMF and covers the time period from 1987Q1 to 2008Q4. 
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Inflation in South Asian Economies (1987 to 2008) 
 China Hong Kong India Indonesia Malaysia Pakistan Philippines Singapore SKorea Thailand 
Mean 6.472663 4.112253 7.496943 11.48022 2.900090 8.015435 7.395483 1.558834 4.611135 3.946988 
Median 3.703700 5.174015 7.170915 8.793350 2.795090 8.392045 7.261205 1.501500 4.434340 3.978555 
Maximum 27.62790 11.93870 17.86040 78.38900 7.934510 19.34580 19.78290 6.625120 10.98050 10.36330 
Minimum -2.054300 -5.867270 0.461538 -0.572565 0.262055 1.780680 -1.465110 -1.455890 0.594059 -0.927835 
Std. Dev. 7.813791 5.072901 3.412916 12.80605 1.471188 3.535190 4.024894 1.350859 2.311062 2.239606 
Skewness 1.329162 -0.253206 0.573607 3.955498 0.818512 0.262860 0.627741 0.503718 0.535520 0.204393 
Kurtosis 3.804831 1.717406 3.027992 19.03415 4.087578 2.780538 4.348371 4.195422 2.799835 2.738530 
Jarque-Bera 27.96483 6.972164 4.828574 1172.152 14.16314 1.162950 12.44591 8.655699 4.204641 0.863397 
Probability 0.000001 0.030621 0.089431 0.000000 0.000840 0.559073 0.001983 0.013196 0.122173 0.649405 
Observations 87 88 88 88 88 86 88 85 85 88 
 
2.3 Stationarity of Variables  
To check the order of integration, we conduct the panel unit root tests for inflation in 
this section. Table 2 reports the summary statistics of five different panel unit root tests 
each with two classifications, first with constant term only and the second with both 
constant and trend term. Two out of five tests assume common unit root process in all 
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cross sections where as the rest of three assume individual unit root processes for each 
cross section, which is more realistic assumption. Only LLC test does not reject the null 
hypothesis of common unit root in both specifications, rest of the tests clearly reject the 
null hypothesis of common or individual unit root and are highly significant. 
Table 2: Panel Unit Root Tests 
Exogenous variables: Individual effects 
Individual effects, 
individual linear trends 
  
 Statistic Prob.** Statistic Prob.** 
Cross-
sections Obs 
Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)    
Levin, Lin & Chu t*  0.66668  0.7475  2.84705  0.9978  10  826 
Breitung t-stat   -2.01232  0.0221  10  816 
       
Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)    
Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat  -3.69279  0.0001 -2.78323  0.0027  10  826 
ADF - Fisher Chi-square  61.4599  0.0000  54.8758  0.0000  10  826 
PP - Fisher Chi-square  45.8235  0.0009  38.2066  0.0084  10  861 
 
The rejection of null in IPS, ADF and PP test is little big vague in the sense that it leads us 
to accept the alternative of “some cross sections without unit root”. To have a deep 
insight about each cross section we report the Im, Pesaran and Shin W-statistics for 
individual cross sections in table 3, considering only intercept term and automatic lag 
selection based on SIC. The reason for dropping linear trend term is that in our opinion 
economic theory does not provide enough evidences in support of assumption about the 
presence of any long term linear trend in inflation rate. 
Table 3: Unit Root Test Statistics for Individual Cross Section 
Cross section t-Stat E(t) E(Var) Lag Max Lag Obs 
China -2.7397 -1.477  0.802  5  11  81 
Hong Kong* -0.9262 -1.481  0.788  4  11  83 
India* -1.4050 -1.427  0.855  8  11  79 
Indonesia -6.4052 -1.526  0.749  1  11  86 
Malaysia -2.7681 -1.526  0.749  1  11  86 
Pakistan* -0.9892 -1.476  0.803  5  11  80 
Philippines -2.4992 -1.478  0.801  5  11  82 
Singapore -2.0354 -1.525  0.750  1  11  83 
SKorea -1.6866 -1.478  0.791  4  11  80 
Thailand -3.8036 -1.526  0.749  1  11  86 
*Fail to reject the null of unit root 
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From table 3 it is clear that at least in three countries which are Hong Kong, India and 
Pakistan, t-statistic falls within the acceptance region of null of unit root, thus indicating 
that inflation is non stationary there. Some other tests force us to believe the same thing 
for Singapore and South Korea. 
3. Empirical Framework 
3.1  Construction of Mean Equation 
There are certain economic and financial variables believed as important determinants 
of inflation however we choose to model inflation dynamically, through an 
autoregressive process (equation 1) in which inflation in one period is a function of its 
lagged values. The reason for the inclusion of autoregressive term is straight 
forward as Inflation, like many other economic variables, has shown strong inertia in 
various studies.  Cecchetti et al (2000), for US data,  verified that none of the single 
indicator out of 19 which are generally believed as an important determinant of 
inflation, is able to improve the forecasts of autoregressive model clearly and 
consistently. Binner et al (2009) also did not find significant support for the usefulness 
of monetary aggregates in the process of forecasting inflation thus declared non linear 
autoregressive model based on kernel methods as the best for the job.  
The decision about the number of lags to be included in each cross section is based on 
AIC and BIC. To check the presence of serial correlation in the residuals of AR model we 
applied Breusch-Godfrey test and Ljung-Box Q statistics and then introduced 
appropriate AR or MA terms for errors, as indicated by the correlogram, to eliminate 
serial correlation (equation 2). There are many approaches to estimate models with AR 
or MA error specifications like Cochrane-Orcutt, Paris-Winsten, Hatanaka, and Hildreth-
Lu procedures but they all are bound to operate in the horizon of standard linear 
regression thus there results are not reliable when model contains lagged dependent 
variable as regressor, as we have in our mean equation [Davidson and MacKinnon 
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(1993, p. 329-341), Greene (1997, p. 600-607)]. To overcome this problem we applied 
non linear estimation which is applicable even when model contain endogenous right 
hand side variables and whose estimates are asymptotically equivalent to maximum 
likely hood estimates and are asymptotically efficient. Fair (1984, p. 210-214), Davidson 
and MacKinnon (1993, p. 331-341). 
 	 
  ∑        Equation 1  
 	 ∑    ∑       Equation 2 
3.2 Modeling of Non stationary Inflation: 
One can argue that the results obtained from the above model could possibly be 
questionable for those countries where inflation series is found to be non-stationary. To 
cope with this problem we proposed to model cyclical component of inflation, obtained 
from Hodrick-Prescott filter, instead of Inflation to capture conditional variance or 
inflation volatility through different GARCH specifications. The use of HP filter as a tool 
for detrending is popular among researchers and its advantage, compared to traditional 
differencing method, is that it removes only the slowly moving stochastic long term 
trend from the original series thus keeping the persistence of data preserved in the 
cyclic component. There are also evidences that first difference detrending removes not 
only the trend but also some other useful information from the original series (Fiorito, 
2008). Though there are certain limitations of HP filter pointed out by Harvey and 
Jaeger (1993) such as spurious cyclical structure and spurious correlations when the 
series is I(0), but still its usability in detrending cannot be ruled out 
completely,(Ahumada, 1999). Thus keeping in view the above methodology we model 
 (Cyclic component of Inflation) as well as  (Inflation) for Hongkong, India, Pakistan, 
Singapore and South Korea where we don’t have enough evidences to reject the null of 
unit root in Inflation series. Structure of equation 1 will become as equation 3 and rest of 




  ∑        Equation 3  
3.3 Volatility Estimates: 
We choose GARCH specification to model inflation volatility as there are many evidences 
available which suggest that GARCH specification is better than ARCH.  In an study about 
the performance of different volatility models, (Hansen and Lunde, 2001) find that while 
comparing the competing models on the basis of their out of sample predictive abilities, 
they do not have enough evidences to reject the hypothesis that none of other volatility 
models are better than GARCH (1,1).  
 	   ∑   ∑        Equation 4 
Where  ! 0,  $ % &'(  	 , , … … . ,   
 $ % &'(  	 , , … … . ,  
GARCH is more parsimonious compared to ARCH as it captures the effect of infinite 
number of past squared residuals on current volatility with only three parameters and is 
less likely to breach non-negativity constraints artificially imposed on ARCH, Bollerslev 
(1986). But the primary restriction of GARCH model is that it enforces a symmetric 
response of volatility to positive and negative shocks. According to Brunner and Hess 
(1993) and Joyce (1995), a positive inflation shock is more likely to increase Inflation 
volatility via monetary policy mechanism, as compared to negative inflation shock of 
equal size. If it is true then we cannot rely on the estimates of symmetric ARCH and 
GARCH models and will have to go for asymmetric GARCH models. To capture those 
asymmetric responses of inflation volatility we used two asymmetric formulations of 
GARCH which are GJR or Threshold GARCH (TGARCH) models of Glosten, Jagannathan 
and Runkle (1993) and Zakoïan (1994), and the exponential GARCH (EGARCH) model 
proposed by Nelson (1991). 
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GJR-GARCH is simply an extension of GARCH(p,q) with an additional term to capture the 
possible asymmetries (leverage effects). The conditional variance is now 
 	     + ,      Equation 5 
Where -.= 1, if /. < 0, otherwise -.= 0. If the asymmetry parameter 0 is negative 
then negative inflationary shocks result in the reduction of inflation volatility. (Bordes et 
al. 2007). 
Conditional volatility is positive when 1 ! 0, 23 $ 0, 23  03/2 $ 0 for 6 	 1 89 :, and 
;< $ 0, for = 	 1 89 >. The process is covariance stationary if and only if ?∑ 23@3.  03A/
2    ∑ ;<B<. C 1D(Hentschel 1995) 
The exponential GARCH model was proposed by Nelson (1991). There are various ways 
to express the conditional variance equation, but one possible specification is  
EFG 	   ∑    EFG  ∑  H IJIH  ∑ +K IJI Equation 6 
Both of these asymmetric GARCH models have several advantages over the traditional 
ARCH and GARCH specifications. First, variance specification represented in equations 5 
and 6 make it possible to capture the asymmetric effects of good news and bad news on 
one period ahead conditional variance, which is preferable in the context of modeling 
Inflation and Inflation volatility. Additionally in EGARCH specification, since the 
conditional variance is modeled in its logarithmic form, then even in the presence of 
negative parameters, L will be positive thus relieving the non-negativity constraints 
artificially imposed on GARCH parameters. 
3.4 Impact of News on Volatility (Policy Effectiveness) 
For further investigation of asymmetric behavior of inflation volatility, we analyzed the 
effects of news on volatility or inflation uncertainty with the help of “News Impact 
Curve”. The idea was primarily proposed by Pagan and Schwert (1990) and Engle and 
NG (1993) to relate how news impact stock volatility. By keeping constant all the 
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information at t-2 and earlier, we can examine the implied relation between /. and L 
which we called as “News Impact Curve”. Primary purpose of News Impact Curve is to 
graphically represent the impact of past shocks of inflation (news) on current volatility. 
It is a pictorial representation of the degree of asymmetry of volatility to positive and 
negative shocks and it plots next period volatility L that would arise from various 
positive and negative values (news) of past inflation shocks (/.) [Pagan and Schwert, 
1990], which will effectively help in determining the effectiveness of inflation 
stabilization programs and inflation targeting policies. For the standard GARCH model, 
news impact curve is a quadratic function centered at  /. 	 0. The equations of news 
impact curve for the GARCH, GJR-GARCH and EGARCH models are provided in table 4. 
Table 4: News Impact Curve for different GARCH processes 
GARCH(1,1) 
L 	 M  2./.N  
Where M 	 1  ;.OPN 




L 	 M  2.  0.-./.N  
Where M 	 1  ;.OPN 
And OPN 	 1/Q1 R 2. R ;. R STUN VD 
EGARCH(1,1) 
L 	 M exp Z2.|/.|  0./.OP \ 
Where M 	 OPN]Uexp ^1_ 
OPN 	 exp `1  2.J2 ⁄1 R ;. b 
Source: Engle and Ng (1993), Eric Zevot (2008) “Practical Issues in the Analysis of 
Univariate GARCH Models” 
 
Where Lis the conditional variance at time t, /.is inflation shock at time t-1, OP is the 
unconditional standard deviation of inflation shocks, 1 and ;. are constant term and 
parameter corresponding to L.in GARHC, GJR-GARCH and EGARCH specifications.  
The shape of news impact curve depends upon the slope values for positive and negative 
shocks. For GARCH specifications slope values are same for all shocks thus generating 
symmetric news impact curve. However in GJR-GARCH model, for bad news when 
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/. ! 0, the slope of NIC is equal to 2.only and equals to 2.  0. when /. C
0 which is a case of good news where 0.is asymmetry parameter or leverage parameter 
in GJR-GARCH and EGARCH specifications. 
3.5 Direction of Causality between Inflation and Inflation Volatility 
(Granger Causality Test) 
In order to investigate the direction of causality running between Inflation and Inflation 
volatility and to check the authentication of Friedman-Ball or Cukierman-Meltzer 
hypotheses, we implement Bivariate Granger-Causality test up to 10 lags, between 
inflation and volatility estimates obtained from GARCH, EGARCH and GJR-GARCH 
specifications. We report Wald statistics and corresponding p-values for the null 
hypothesis that “X  does not cause Volatility” in the first column and that “Volatility does 
not cause X” in the second column by placing Inflation as X for all countries and by 
placing cyclic component of Inflation as X for those countries where inflation is 
nonstationary under GARCH, EGARCH and GJR-GARCH specifications (Appx. Table 11.a 
to 11.o).  
4. Results and Findings 
4.1 GARCH Specification 
We checked the stability condition of GARCH specification for all countries and found 
some violations, such as in case of South Korean inflation and its cyclic component the 
ARCH coefficient 2 is negative, for Malaysia and Indonesia the GARCH coefficient ; is 
negative; in addition to that there is also a violation of second order stationarity 
condition in case of China and Indonesia where 2  ; ! 1 due to which, for these two 
countries, the long run mean reverting level of volatility is negative. (Appx. Table 5) 
4.2 GJR-GARCH Specification 
The results of GJR GARCH are very promising. Almost for all instances, except for the 
cyclic component of inflation in Singapore, the leverage or asymmetry parameter 0 is 
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negative (significant at 5 percent or below for Pakistan, China, Indonesia, Thailand and 
India) which is expected and indicating the fact that negative inflation shocks (good 
news) in one period reduce the next period volatility. The condition for volatility to be 
covariance stationary i.e.; ?∑ 23@3.  03A/2   ∑ ;<B<. C 1D is also fulfilled for all cases.  
However the non negativity constraint Q23  03/2 $ 0] is not fulfilled in case of 
Pakistan, Indonesia, Thailand and India, the obvious reason for which is that  the 
asymmetry parameter is much larger as well as highly significant than ARCH coefficient 
for these countries 03 ! 23. (Appx. Table 5) 
4.3 EGARCH Specification 
EGARCH specification provides us the relationship between lagged shocks of Inflation 
and the logarithm of the conditional volatility. Because of this logarithmic specification, 
EGARCH is convenient to handle compared to other GARCH specifications as there are 
no restrictions on its parameters. In EGARCH specification, past negative shocks have an 
impact 23 R 03 on the log of the conditional variance, while it is 23  03  for positive 
shocks. Generally it is observed that impact is greater in case of negative shocks 
Q23 R 03 ! 23  03D because 03  is expected to be negative or less than zero, but that 
assumption is valid only if we are modeling returns. For Inflation, the converse is true; 
here we must expect that  03 is positive so that Q23 R 03 C 23  03D and the impact is 
lesser on conditional volatility in case of negative inflation shocks (good news) 
compared to the situation of positive inflation shocks (bad news), [reported in the last 
two columns of Appx. Table 5]. In can also be viewed in Appx. Table 8, that asymmetry 
parameter 03  is positive as per expectation in all 15 instances and is significant at 5 
percent or below in 8 out of 15 instances. 
4.4 News Impact Curves 
News impact curves obtained by using the equations of Table 4 are reported in Appx. 
Figure 1. We would like to highlight specifically the cases of India, Indonesia, Pakistan 
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and Thailand where the news impact curve based on GJR GARCH is quite different from 








This hyperbolic sign integral shape of GJR-NIC is extremely important for monetary 
authorities and highlights the importance of inflation stabilization programs or inflation 
targeting policies, which reduces the next period volatility (Jonhson, 2002). The results 
are also consistent with our previous study (Rizvi and Naqvi, 2008) where the same 
hyperbolic sign integral shape of GJR-NIC was found for Pakistani inflation with a data 
set consists of relatively larger time period. 
4.5 Modelling cyclic component of Inflation to capture Inflation Volatility 
As we mentioned above that for the countries where we found inflation nonstationary 
we ran additional regressions of cyclic component of inflation and modelled inflation 
volatility based on the residuals of cyclic inflation. We then compare the volatility based 
on inflation and the volatility based on cyclic component of inflation for these countries 
to check how much reliable this procedure is in the volatility estimation when the 
original series is nonstationary. Appx. Table 9 reports the results of tests of equality of 
mean and variance between the two volatility estimates based on Inflation and on its 









-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
NIC GARCH NIC GJR GARCH
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presented below in Figure 2, for other four countries it is provided in Appx. Figure 2.a to 
2.e) T-test and Anova F-test assume the equal mean and variance for both volatility 
estimates where as Satterthwaite-Welch t-test and Welch F-test assume equal mean but 
allow for unequal variances. According to these results we can not reject the null of 
equal mean and variance of both volatility estimates in four out of five countries under 
GJR-GARCH specification. Put it in another way, it doesn’t matter whether we model 
inflation volatility from total inflation or its cyclic component because there are 
evidences that the volatility estimates obtained from both variables are close enough as 
long as we applied GJR-GARCH specification.  
Figure 2 
 
4.6 Causality between Inflation and Inflation Volatility 
Appx. Table 10 reports the categorized results based on the quantitative results 
provided in Appx. Table (11.a to 11.o) and highlights the fact that GARCH specification is 
not very successful in capturing the causality running between inflation and inflation 
volatility. Though the results are cumbersome but if we focus on asymmetric models 

















hypothesis and clearly reject the presence of Cuckierman-meltzer hypothesis for 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan and Phillipines. The results for other countries are though 
biased in favour of Friedman ball hypothesis but are mixed and support significantly the 
presence of both hypothesis, leading us to the conclusion that there is a bidirectional 
causality running between inflation and inflation volatility. Hongkong is a special case 
for which both asymmetric models strongly reject the presence of any causality between 
inflation and volatility no matter whether we base our analysis on total inflation or on 
the cyclic component of inflation.   
5. Conclusion 
This study contributes the following in the existing body of knowledge. First of all it can 
be argued that the asymmetric GJR-GARCH and EGARCH models performed better than 
symmetric GARCH in capturing inflation volatility for selected Asian economies. The 
hyperbolic sign integral shape of news impact curve based on GJR-GARCH for India, 
Indonesia, Pakistan and Thailand is not only consistent with the results of our previous 
study based on Pakistani data (Rizvi and Naqvi, 2008) but also highlight the importance 
of inflation stabilization programs and inflation targeting policies where negative 
inflation shocks reduces one period ahead volatility which will subsequently reduces 
inflation in further periods and so on. Evidences of bidirectional causality between 
inflation and inflation volatility also strengthen the idea of having such type of chain 
reaction. It can also be claimed that volatility estimates obtained from total inflation and 
cyclic component of inflation exhibit the equal mean and variance properties under GJR-
GARCH specification, thus making the cyclic component of inflation, obtained from HP 
filter, a suitable proxy of inflation in volatility modelling for those countries where 
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4 | A p p x  
 
Table 9 : Test of Equality of Mean and Variance between volatility estimates 
 Pakistan Hongkong SKorea Singapore India 
GARCH Test Prob Test Prob Test Prob Test Prob Test Prob 
t-test 3.504503 0.0006 0.831023 0.4072 13.89522 0.0000 25.34913 0.0000 2.892351 0.0043 
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 3.504503 0.0006 0.831023 0.4074 13.89522 0.0000 25.34913 0.0000 2.892351 0.0044 
Anova F-test 12.28154 0.0006 0.690600 0.4072 193.0772 0.0000 642.5785 0.0000 8.365696 0.0043 
Welch F-test* 12.28154 0.0006 0.690600 0.4074 193.0772 0.0000 642.5785 0.0000 8.365696 0.0044 
EGARCH           
t-test 1.031383 0.3039 1.482889 0.1401 2.112509 0.0361 5.185889 0.0000 2.133933 0.0343 
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 1.031383 0.3039 1.482889 0.1408 2.112509 0.0365 5.185889 0.0000 2.133933 0.0343 
Anova F-test 1.063752 0.3039 2.198958 0.1401 4.462694 0.0361 26.89344 0.0000 4.553670 0.0343 
Welch F-test* 1.063752 0.3039 2.198958 0.1408 4.462694 0.0365 26.89344 0.0000 4.553670 0.0343 
GJR-GARCH           
t-test 0.406648 0.6848 1.509353 0.1333 0.857462 0.3924 4.005910 0.0001 0.558485 0.5772 
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 0.406648 0.6849 1.509353 0.1343 0.857462 0.3924 4.005910 0.0001 0.558485 0.5773 
Anova F-test 0.165362 0.6848 2.278146 0.1333 0.735241 0.3924 16.04732 0.0001 0.311905 0.5772 
Welch F-test* 0.165362 0.6849 2.278146 0.1343 0.735241 0.3924 16.04732 0.0001 0.311905 0.5773 
*Tests allow for Unequal variances 
Bold values represent rejection of null of Equality of mean and variance at a significance level of 5 percent or below 
 
Table 10: Categorized Results of Granger Causality Test between Inflation and Inflation Volatility 
 GARCH EGARCH GJR GARCH 
 












CHINA Strong Evidence Moderate Evidence Strong Evidence Strong Evidence Strong Evidence Strong Evidence 
HONGKONG Moderate Evidence No Evidence No Evidence No Evidence No Evidence No Evidence 
HONGKONG (Cyclic) Strong Evidence No Evidence No Evidence No Evidence No Evidence No Evidence 
INDIA Strong Evidence Moderate Evidence Strong Evidence Strong Evidence Strong Evidence Strong Evidence 
INDIA (cyclic) Strong Evidence No Evidence Strong Evidence No Evidence Strong Evidence No Evidence 
INDONESIA Strong Evidence No Evidence Strong Evidence Strong Evidence Strong Evidence No Evidence 
MALAYSIA Strong Evidence No Evidence Moderate Evidence No Evidence Strong Evidence No Evidence 
PAKISTAN No Evidence No Evidence Strong Evidence No Evidence Strong Evidence No Evidence 
PAKISTAN (Cyclic) No Evidence No Evidence Strong Evidence Moderate Evidence Strong Evidence Moderate Evidence 
PHILIPPINES No Evidence No Evidence Strong Evidence No Evidence Strong Evidence No Evidence 
SINGAPUR No Evidence No Evidence Strong Evidence Strong Evidence Strong Evidence Strong Evidence 
Singapore (Cyclic) No Evidence No Evidence Strong Evidence Moderate Evidence Strong Evidence Strong Evidence 
SKOREA Strong Evidence No Evidence Strong Evidence Moderate Evidence Strong Evidence Moderate Evidence 
SKOREA (Cyclic) Strong Evidence No Evidence No Evidence No Evidence Strong Evidence No Evidence 
THAILAND No Evidence No Evidence Strong Evidence Moderate Evidence Strong Evidence Moderate Evidence 
Note: These results are based on the frequency of occurrence of significant wald statistics at less than 1 percent level, reported in table 11.a to 11.o. We 
categorize the results according to the following criteria: 
Strong Evidence = More than 70 percent times wald statistic is significant at less than 1 percent, from 1 to 10 lags. 
Moderate Evidence = 50 percent to 70 percent times wald statistic is significant at less than 1 percent, from 1 to 10 lags. 
No Evidence = Less than 50 percent times wald statistic is significant at less than 1 percent, from 1 to 10 lags. 
  
5 | A p p x  
 
Volatility Estimates Based on Total and Cyclic 
component of Inflation 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































         
 
